
 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Emma Lazarus was an American author of poetry and prose as well as 

an activist for Jewish causes. She wrote the sonnet "The New Colossus" 

inscribed on the pedestal of the Statue of Liberty.  

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Elizabeth Stanton was an American suffragist, social activist, 

abolitionist, and leading figure of the early women's rights movement. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Emily Jane Brontë was an English novelist and poet who is best  

known for her only novel, Wuthering Heights, now considered  

a classic of English literature. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

(aka: Catherine the Great) reigned over Russia for 34 years. As  

empress, Catherine westernized Russia. She led her country into  

full participation in the political and cultural life of Europe. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Hannah More was an English religious writer and philanthropist, 

remembered as a poet and playwright in the circle of Johnson,  

Reynolds and Garrick, as a writer on moral and religious subjects. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Mary Baker Eddy was an American religious leader and author who 

founded The Church of Christ, Scientist. As an author and teacher, she 

helped promote healings through mental and spiritual teachings. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Ouida was the pseudonym of the English novelist Maria Louise Ramé.  

Ouida wrote more than 40 novels, short stories and children's books. 

She lived a life of luxury, entertaining many literary figures of the day. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Madame Girardin exercised considerable personal influence in 

contemporary literary society, including Théophile Gautier,  

Honoré de Balzac, Alfred de Musset and Victor Hugo. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Benjamin Banneker was a free African American almanac  

author, surveyor, landowner and farmer who had great  

knowledge of mathematics and natural history. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Anna Julia Haywood Cooper was an American author, educator, 

sociologist, speaker, Black Liberation activist, and one of the most 

prominent African American scholars in United States history. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Booker Taliaferro Washington was an American educator, author, 

orator, and adviser to multiple presidents of the United States.  

He was a leader in the African American community. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Harriet Tubman was an American abolitionist and political activist.  

Born into slavery, she escaped and made 13 missions to rescue family 

and friends, using the network of antislavery Underground Railroad. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Frederick Douglass was an American ex-slave, social  

reformer, writer, and statesman. He became a national  

leader of the abolitionist movement. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Sarah Breedlove (aka: Madam C. J. Walker) was an African American 

entrepreneur, philanthropist, and political and social activist. She  

is recorded as the first female self-made millionaire in America. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Alexander Dumas a French writer of Haitian descent. His works have 

been translated into many languages. His works include The Count of 

Monte Cristo, The Three Musketeers and The Man in the Iron Mask. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Sojourner Truth was an American abolitionist and women's rights 

activist. Truth was born into slavery in Swartekill, New York, but 

escaped with her infant daughter to freedom in 1826. 

How Old was this Person? ____  How many years since their Birth? ____ 

Who’s Youngest? ________   Who’s Oldest? _________ All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______Avg 

Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

John Bright was a British Radical and Liberal statesman and 

orator. He saw himself as a spokesman for the middle class and 

strongly opposed the privileges of the landed aristocracy. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Marguerite Gardiner was a self-educated Irish writer,  

who rose from poverty.  Known for her charm and wit,  

as well for her generosity and extravagant tastes. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Samuel Langhorne Clemens, known to most by his pen  

name Mark Twain, was an American writer, humorist,  

entrepreneur, publisher and lecturer. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Plato was an Athenian philosopher during the Classical period  

in Ancient Greece. He Founded the first institution of higher  

learning in the Western world, called the Academy. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Sun Tzu was a Chinese general, philosopher and author of  

The Art of War, which focused more on alternatives to battle, 

influencing both Eastern and Western militaries. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

St. Jerome was a Latin priest and historian, known for his translation  

of the Bible into Latin, and his commentaries on the Gospels. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Voltaire, was a French writer, historian, and philosopher famous for his 

wit, advocacy of freedom of speech and separation of church and state. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Anton Pavlovich Chekhov was a Russian playwright and  

short-story writer who is considered to be among the 

 greatest writers of short fiction in history. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Benjamin Franklin was one of the Founding Fathers of the 

United States. Franklin was a printer, postmaster, inventor,  

civic activist, statesman and diplomat. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Confucius was a Chinese politician and philosopher 

 that emphasized personal and governmental morality, 

correctness of social justice, kindness and sincerity. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Walt Whitman was an American poet, essayist,  

journalist and humanist, He was an influential  

poet, often called the father of free verse. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Phoebe Cary was a self-educated American poet and  

champion of women's rights, known for her liberal  

and reformist political and religious views. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Michelangelo, was an Italian sculptor, painter, architect  

and poet of the High Renaissance, who exerted  

an unparalleled influence on Western art. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

The Buddha was a philosopher and spiritual teacher born in 

 India.  As the founder of Buddhism, he taught a spiritual  

path of ethical training and meditative practices. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

St. Jerome was a Latin priest and historian, known for his translation 

 of the Bible into Latin, and his commentaries on the Gospels. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Louis Pasteur was a French biologist and chemist famous 

 for his remarkable breakthroughs in the causes and  

prevention of diseases, which saved many lives. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Leonardo da Vinci, was an Italian Renaissance Man famous 

 for his inventions, drawing, painting, sculpture, science, 

engineering, botany, paleontology, and cartography. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Charles Dickens was an English writer and social critic. He 

created some of the world's best-known fictional characters and 

is regarded by many as the greatest novelist of the Victorian era. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

François Rabelais was a French Renaissance physician, 

 monk, Greek scholar and a highly regarded writer  

of satirical jokes and songs. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Edmund Burke was an Irish statesman, philosopher and  

proponent of manners in society and the importance  

of religious institutions for moral stability. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

German poet Heinrich Heine is known for his use of satire and  

sharp wit, considered among the best in German literature. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Homer is famous for the epic poems The Iliad and The Odyssey, 

 which have had an enormous effect on Western culture. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Countess Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach was an Austrian writer. 

 Noted for her excellent psychological novels written in  

German during the late 19th century. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

St. Jerome was a Latin priest and historian, known for his translation of 

the Bible into Latin, and his commentaries on the Gospels. 

 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 







 



 



 

Did you wonder why I used St. 

Jerome’s “Good, Better, Best”  

quote on the 1st 8 teams?   

The answer is on the  

GuideALife.com website.   

There are also several contests where 

you might win FREE t-shirts from our 

“iTHINKtees” collection. 

http://guidealife.com/

